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Overview

• Innovation, Value and business models

• How technology disrupts transport in London

• Future digital transport strategy
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‘Resources are not; they become’
Erich W. Zimmermann, economist 1930s

• Proposition is frequently 
presented as inherently valuable

o focus on value in exchange

“...it is never resources themselves that are 
inputs in the production process, but 
only the services that the resources can 
render...” Penrose, 1959 

• S-D logic: value realised in use 
and context

o Individuals and contexts are 
inextricably linked & partially 
defined one another

Source: Zimmermann, Erich W. (1951), World Resources and Industries. New York: Harper and Row; Vargo, S.L., Lusch, R.F. (2004) “Evolving to a new dominant logic for marketing” 

Journal of Marketing, 68 (1),1-17.; Penrose, E. (1959) The Theory of the Growth of the firm, Oxford University Press; Chandler, J. D., & Vargo, S. L. (2011). Contextualization and value-

in-context: How context frames exchange. Marketing Theory, 11(1), 35–49.

An offer needs to be in the market before we 
can understand customer value
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Innovation and disruptive 
technologies

• Innovations improve performance of established 
business offerings based upon customer value

• ‘Disruptive’ technologies unexpectedly displace 
established technology

• Sustaining/incremental  innovations foster 
improvement in offerings

o Market incumbents frequently best at exploiting sustaining 
technology

• Disruptive innovations bring a different value 
proposition

o Changes multiple elements of the business model

o Generally initially underperform established offers

o Typically cheaper, simpler, smaller, and more convenient

Source: Christensen, C. (1997) The Innovator’s Dilemma, Harvard Business School Press, MA.

Disruptive Technology term coined by 
Professor Clayton Christensen “The 
Innovator’s Dilemma”
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What is a Business Model?

• The design of the value creation, delivery and capture 
mechanism employed by an enterprise to entice customers 
to pay for value and convert those payments to profit 

Teece, 2010

• The rationale of how an organisation creates, delivers and 
captures value

Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2009

• A set of generic level descriptors that captures how a firm 
organises to create and distribute value 

Fuller & Morgan 2010
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Value is a measure of ‘good’

• Money is only a proxy for value
o and not a good one

• Worth (money) may be captured at 
different times and in different ways

• Phenomenological Experience Value is 
realised when a consumer uses your 
offering

o Value changes dynamically with context
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The basic business model framework 

shows value creation and capture

Capture Worth

Realised 

in use and context
Production of

a value proposition

Value

Source: Teece, 2010; Parry and Tasker, 2014
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Value in the business model

Capture Worth
Usually Economic worth, though may be 

short term benefits e.g. customers, 

goodwill etc

Production of

a value proposition
• Utility

• Economic worth

• Perceived satisfaction

• Net Benefit

• Means-Ends

Value

Source: Teece, 2010; Parry and Tasker, 2014

Realised Value in 

context and use
Phenomenological 

Experience

Value co-
creation
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Example of how innovation 
impacts value (£) in music

1973 1977 1981 1985 1989 1993 1997 2001 2005 2009
0

5

10

15

Billions US$

Global Music Industry revenues

1973-2009

Source: RIAA year end shipment statistics; Bain Consulting

Incremental 

Radical; rewrote the 
business model
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Change is driven by external 
and internal factors

Capture Worth

£ sustainable???

Realised 

in use and context

“Whatever, where-ever, 

whenever”

Production of

a value proposition

“Digital Music”

Value
• Format innovation

• Mp3 

• Streams

Changes

• Device innovation

• iPod

• Phones

• Tablets

• Computers

• Customer engagement 

through service innovation of 

sales channel

• Digital download (e.g. 

iTunes)

• Streaming service (e.g. 

Spotify, Deezer)

• Piracy; lockers and 

bitTorrent

Changes
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• Thames crossed by London Bridge or boat until 
mid 1800s 

– Routes & slipways recorded in the Domesday 
Book of 1086

• 1510 passenger trade licensed by Henry VIII

• Parliament acts 
– regulated charges in 1514

– 1555 Regulated passenger safety, in boat 
durability & reliability of its owner

• 1566 Company of Watermen was formed to 
control boatmen and address what Parliament 
described:

– The divers and many misfortunes and 
mischances, caused by evil and ignorant 
persons who robbed and spoiled of their 
[passengers'] goods, and also drowned them.

• Apprenticeship was first 1 year (1555), then 5 
and finally 7 years (1603)

̶ In 1799 there were 8000 free watermen and 
2000 apprenticed 

Originally the Thames River 
was the focus of transport

Source: http://www.thameslightermen.org.uk/; http://www.history.ac.uk/gh/water.htm; http://www.parishregister.com/LicensedRiverThamesWatermenandLightermen.pdf

http://www.thameslightermen.org.uk/
http://www.history.ac.uk/gh/water.htm
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Watermen business model

Capture Worth

£ sustainable

Value
• Vehicle [Boat]

• Self-employed

• Regulator controls 

price/operator skill

• Client locates operator

• Pays pre-know 

regulated price on 

arrival at destination

• Direct payment for 

service

• High price / living 

wage maintained by 

market control 

Realised 

in use and context

“Safe, regulated price

journey”

ChangesProduction of

a value proposition

“Regulated safe journey”

Changes

Scarcity of resource
Barriers to market entry
Price controls
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Innovation disrupted the boatmen's 
trade … steam and bridges

• 1800s saw paddle steamers 
develop
o fewer boats/people were needed 

Sources: http://www.british-history.ac.uk/no-series/acts-ordinances-interregnum/pp922-924; http://www.parishregister.com/LicensedRiverThamesWatermenandLightermen.pdf;

http://www.simplonpc.co.uk/ThamesBoats-London.html#anchor2822100

Steam boats carry many passengers 
ending value through scarcity strategy 

for river transport

• Until 1700 there was only one bridge 
across in central London

– Roads in winter were often impassable

• 1750 A bridge at Westminster was built
– This was opposed by the watermen

– They were compensated for loss of 
earnings

http://www.british-history.ac.uk/no-series/acts-ordinances-interregnum/pp922-924
http://www.parishregister.com/LicensedRiverThamesWatermenandLightermen.pdf
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A lot of bridges within 50 years

Sources: http://www.british-history.ac.uk/no-series/acts-ordinances-interregnum/pp922-924; http://www.parishregister.com/LicensedRiverThamesWatermenandLightermen.pdf

Grosvenor Bridge, 1859

Westminster Bridge, 1862

Battersea Railway Bridge, 1863

Hungerford Bridge, 1864

Cannon Street Railway

Bridge, 1866

Blackfriars Bridge, 1869
Kew Railway Bridge, 1869

Putney Bridge, 1886

Blackfriars Railway Bridge 1886

Fulham Railway Bridge

and Footbridge, 1889

Albert Bridge, 1873

Hammersmith Bridge, 1887

Teddington Lock 

Footbridges, 1889

Battersea Bridge, 1890

Tower Bridge, 1894

Richmond Lock and 

Footbridge, 1894

Kingston Railway 

Bridge, 1863

Physical infrastructure developed
1800s Bridge technology & improved roads 

facilitated transport away from the river

http://www.british-history.ac.uk/no-series/acts-ordinances-interregnum/pp922-924
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• London introduced hackney carriage in 1588
– licensed to carry the public in 1637

• Hackney (rental) horse and carriages became 
popular

– Act of 1642 limited London to 200 coachmen

– Under control of London Aldermen and 13 
elected Master Coachmen

• 1829 saw the first ‘hail and ride’ horse-drawn 
omi-bus

– 1864 lightweight Hansom Cab patented

• Laws to protect the watermen
– carriages couldn’t pick up fares within a certain 

distance from the riverbank

• Infrastructure improved, by 1850 only 1500 
watermen still worked at 80 plying places

– Today they remain operating Thames passenger 
boats

Innovations disrupted the boatmen's trade 

… lightweight personal carriages

Sources: http://www.british-history.ac.uk/no-series/acts-ordinances-interregnum/pp922-924; http://www.parishregister.com/LicensedRiverThamesWatermenandLightermen.pdf

Diverse innovation (steam, infrastructure, Hansom 
cab) all but ended the Watermen’s trade 

http://www.british-history.ac.uk/no-series/acts-ordinances-interregnum/pp922-924
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Hansom cab business model –
incremental and disruptive?

Capture Worth

£ sustainable

Realised 

in use and context

“Safe, regulated price

journey”

Production of

a value proposition

“Regulated safe journey”

[increased location flexibility]

Value
• Vehicle [Horse 

and cart]

• Self-employed

• Regulator controls 

price/operator skill

• Client locates operator

• Pays total unknown

regulated price on 

arrival at destination

• Direct payment for 

service

• High price / living 

wage maintained 

by market controlChanges

Changes

Scarcity of resource
Barriers to market entry
Price controls
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• 1903 first petrol taxis licensed
– 3,623 horse-drawn buses, 13 petrol-

powered 

• 1913, 142 horse-drawn buses, 3,522 
petrol

– Last licensed horse drawn taxi, 1947

• Black Cabs evolved directly from the 
Hackney carriage

– as did their training

• Each cab is its own business

• The Knowledge
– Minimum 3 year apprenticeship

– 320 routes, 25,000 streets in 6 mile 
radius of Charing Cross

– Fees of ~£1000

– Knowledge Schools for training

– controlled by TFL regulator ensures 
standards & practice 

– market entry difficult thus prices high, 
such that a fair living could be earned.

Innovation disrupted the horse 
& carriage … combustion engine

Sources: John A. Shedd, ‘The State versus the Trades Guilds: Parliament's Soldier-Apprentices in the English Civil War Period, 1642-1655’, International Labor and Working-Class History, 65 

(2004), pp. 105-116 (108); Vukan R. Vuchic (2007) Urban Transit Systems and Technology. Hoboken, N.J.: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., p. 9; F.M.L. Thompson, ‘Nineteenth-Century Horse Sense’, 

The Economic History Review, 29, 1 (1976), pp. 60-81 (61); Danny Roth (2015) Where to, Guv? The Complete History of the British Taxi Service. Stroud: The History Press; M.E. Beesley, 

‘Regulation of Taxis’, The Economic Journal, 83, 329 (1973), pp. 150-172.
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Black Cab business model; 
sustaining (for some) innovation?

Capture Worth

£ sustainable

Realised 

in use and context

“Safe, regulated price

journey”

Value
• Vehicle [Black Cab]

• Self-employed

• Regulator controls 

price/operator skill

• Direct payment for 

service

• High price / living 

wage maintained 

by market control

Production of

a value proposition

“Regulated safe journey”

Changes

• Individual locates 

operator 

• Pays unknown 

regulated price on 

arrival at destination

Changes

Scarcity of resource
Barriers to market entry
Price controls
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• 1995 US DoD made GPS 
operational

– 2000 opened to public

– mid-2000s devices across 
multiple price points

• 3G developed 2001, 4G 2008
– UK 3g March 2003, 4g Oct 

2012

• Smartphones in parallel with 
3g and 4g

– Smartphone sales overtook 
regular phones 2013

• App stores
– Apple July 2008

– Android Market Sept 2008 
(now google play)

– Blackberry World April 2009

Innovation leading to 
disruption … digital 

Source: http://uk.pcmag.com/consumer-electronics-reviews-ratings/64623/news/the-history-of-car-gps-navigation; http://www.mobilephonehistory.co.uk/history/3g.php

2012 Audi A8 QNX GPS

NEC e606Digital infrastructure built

http://uk.pcmag.com/consumer-electronics-reviews-ratings/64623/news/the-history-of-car-gps-navigation
https://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=https://s.aolcdn.com/hss/storage/midas/d08e426575725273f7e6976b898542bd/204459763/appstores-640.jpg&imgrefurl=https://www.engadget.com/2016/10/14/secure-apps-in-googles-play-store-are-a-crapshoot/&docid=a8uUbK52LJ18TM&tbnid=ltBgazwqq4dgFM:&vet=10ahUKEwilvbzEu-XTAhVpAsAKHenpBewQMwg4KAIwAg..i&w=640&h=456&bih=541&biw=1215&q=app store&ved=0ahUKEwilvbzEu-XTAhVpAsAKHenpBewQMwg4KAIwAg&iact=mrc&uact=8
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• Services for on-demand individual 
transport

• Driver/passenger are linked via a data 
platform

• Black cab digital solutions Gett and 
Hailo in London 

• PHV/minicab solutions
– Typically drivers are pre-vetted and 

scored by clients

– Fees are pre-agreed

– Payment is removed from PoS

• Most are not taxi services, rather data 
intermediaries

– manage driver/customer recruitment

– dispatch

– handle payment

– Provide apps mapping etc.

• Uber is currently the best known brand 
globally

– Numerous similar firms globally

– Uber launched in 2012 in London

Digital transport access 
solutions develop

Amateur (6 US cities)

US only; PHV model

Global; PHV dispatch model

Ride sharing community; blockchain 

cryptocurrency ‘Zooz’ token payment

Source: https://www.quora.com/Ride-Sharing-Company-Comparisons-Which-is-better-and-why-Lyft-Uber-or-SideCar

Global: Taxi solution 

developed in London 

in 2011

Global: Taxi/black 

cab solution
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Note: In London Taxi regulation is 
different to private hire vehicles

• Taxis (or ‘hackney carriages’) are available for immediate hire 

o they can be hailed in the street (known as ‘plying for hire’)

o They can wait at known locations called ‘ranks’

o Taxis can accept pre-bookings

• Private hire vehicles (PHVs) were only regulated in London in 
1998

• Regulated by TFL and rules include:

o Includes mini-cabs, executive cars, limousines and chauffeur services

o Must be pre-booked; booking via phone, internet or in person

o Must work through operators

o Accurate estimated fare to customer before journey

o Prohibited from fixing meters to cars

o They cannot enter ‘ranks’

o It is illegal for PHVs to ply for hire (be hailed)

o They must provide a passenger ‘booking confirmation before 
the journey starts

o All journeys must be reported to regulator TFL each week for the 
previous week

Source: tfl.gov.uk/info-for/taxis-and-private-hire/new-private-hire-regulations#on-this-page-0
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• Regular cars
– uberX, uberXL, 

uberSELECT

• Luxury cars
– uberBLACK, uberSUV, 

uberLUX

• Wheelchair and scooter
– uberWav
“I own the journey” George 
Fielding, Kidz Board Chair

• Shared journey to work
– uberPool

Uber is a PHV offer

Source: Uber.com; http://www.whizz-kidz.org.uk/about-us/news/whizz-kidz-test-rides-uberwavP
h
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Uber’s Digital PHV business model; 

innovating, disrupting, sustaining…?

Capture Worth

£ sustainable ??TBD??

Realised 

in use and context

“Safe, known price

journey

Production of

a value proposition

“Safe journey” 

[you are tracked]

Value

• Often non-specialist 

vehicle

• Self-employed

• Licenced operator 

supported by GPS

• Monitored by app

• Cloud calculated price

• Indirect payment for 

service

• Free market pricing

• Digital payment transfer 

- no PoS £ transfer

• Client rates driver;

- PE Value captured
Changes

• Customer selects vehicle type

• App links client to closest 

driver (visible)

- Regulator; not plying

• Pre-known destination 

• Estimated accurate price

Changes

Value through volume
Limited barriers to 
market entry [currently]
Market pricing
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Impact: London 26% growth 
in PHVs vs 1.5% Taxis

Source: Department of Transport. Taxi and Private Hire Vehicle Statistics: England 2015

Next census September 2017

Uber
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Why? Uber drivers meet unserved 
demand: time & location

Source: Fred Jones, Uber UK
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London’s night tube increases 
demand at some stations

Source: Fred Jones, Uber UK
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So is Uber a digital service 
that has disrupted 
personal transport in 
London?
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Uber is a digital platform with 
aspirations for the value proposition

• Uber is a data platform that currently links 
customer need with logistics provider

o The transport business acts like a dispatch 
service

o The business model is expanding

• Uber is growing its passenger offering

• Uber Eat - Food

o Utilises current and new resource and platform 
knowhow to deliver food

• Uber Rush - Parcels

o Utilises resource & knowhow for fast delivery

• Developing a data offer for urban planning

o Uber Movement shares Uber’s data with urban 
planners for empirical decision making
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City authorities subcontracting 
transport solutions to Uber
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Ubers developing their offer 
and have a grand vision

• Development & testing of novel pricing models:

o Surge pricing – price based upon demand at the time

o Upfront fixed agreed price – pre-agreed pricing model

o Pricing on ability to pay – price calculated on customers 
estimated wealth and willingness to pay

• Environmental purpose

o Uber as ‘Future of urban mobility’

̶ Cars idle 95% of time

̶ You don’t own a car, you use Uber

o 10% of Uber millennial riders in US have no car

o Pushing shared journeys: 4% now, target 25% by 2030

o Developing self-driving cars

̶ “Self driving cars would reduce the number of cars on the 
road by 90%” – if they can get high utilisation

Source: https://qz.com/990131/uber-is-practicing-price-discrimination-economists-say-that-might-not-be-a-bad-thing/

Uber’s long term strategy is to be the
transport service
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As McGrath & MacMillan suggest, 
innovators make mistakes

Sources: https://www.judiciary.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/aslam-and-farrar-v-uber-reasons-20161028.pdf; http://www.personneltoday.com/hr/uber-employment-status-case-implications-for-

all-employers/; http://www2.cipd.co.uk/pm/peoplemanagement/b/weblog/archive/2017/04/20/uber-granted-right-to-appeal-in-landmark-tribunal.aspx#; 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/deniselyohn/2017/03/25/why-did-sexual-harassment-fell-uber/#37bf59682050; https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-02-28/in-video-uber-ceo-argues-with-

driver-over-falling-fares; https://www.engadget.com/2016/08/17/uber-legal-action-tfl/

Disruptive innovation
First mover advantage / disadvantages too
Fail and learn from failure / public failures
Flexible until value understood & established / 
resistance to change

http://www2.cipd.co.uk/pm/peoplemanagement/b/weblog/archive/2017/04/20/uber-granted-right-to-appeal-in-landmark-tribunal.aspx
https://www.forbes.com/sites/deniselyohn/2017/03/25/why-did-sexual-harassment-fell-uber/#37bf59682050
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-02-28/in-video-uber-ceo-argues-with-driver-over-falling-fares
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Where will personal transport innovation 

go next, how, and why? 

33

Future of transport is in a state 
of becoming and is heavily 
influenced by digital disruption


